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 Attend one of our training courses!
 Sign up for one of our training courses! Learn everything in our webinars.
  Read more 




 



 Want to know more about our mounting systems?
 Now follow digital and 24/7 product training via the Esdec Academy.
  Read more 
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Products

ClickFit EVO Tiled Roof
  What roof tile types are compatible with ClickFit EVO? 
ClickFit EVO can be used on all standard types of roof tiles with tile lath thickness and tile thickness between 32 and 65 mm. This applies to the standard mounting option with the ClickFit EVO Universal Roof Hook. A roof tile and tile lath thickness of between 37 and 62 mm is needed if you choose to fix the panels using the ClickFit EVO Truss Hook.




  For what roof slopes is ClickFit EVO Tiled Roof suitable? 
ClickFit EVO can be used on tiled roofs with a slope between 10 and 60 degrees.




  For what roof slopes is ClickFit EVO Tiled Roof suitable? 
The ClickFit EVO Universal Roof Hook is 181,8 mm long and 36 mm wide. The click-connector on the Universal Roof Hook is height-adjustable between 68 and 98 mm.




  How can I attach an optimizer/microinverter using this system? 
You can use our Optimizer Ready Cable Clip (item number 1008062) to attach an optimizer or microinverter. Simply click the cable clip onto the mounting profile and you will have integrated cable management right away! Attach the cable clip to the top mounting rail of a row and easily click the optimizer or microinverter onto the clip. Do you want to see how it’s done? View our installation demo.




  How can I ground and bond this system? 
All solar panels in the same row are automatically interconnected thanks to the ClickFit EVO Module Clamp. To bond the entire PV system, you do need to connect each row to grounding separately, because the individual rows are not connected to each other by the mounting system. The earthing conductor (≥Ø 4mm2) runs parallel to the positive and negative conductors and is connected to a separate grounding point of the inverter. If you have any questions about grounding and bonding, please contact our technical experts.







ClickFit EVO Steel Roof
  On what types of steel roofs can ClickFit EVO be used? 
The ClickFit EVO steel roof mounting profiles can be used on most sheet steel roofs, such as trapezoidal and corrugated steel roofs. The thickness of the steel sheets must be at least 0.5 mm. You can attach the system to all other types of steel roofs, for example the steel roof tile sheet, with the ClickFit EVO Hanger Bolt.




  What are the dimensions of the mounting profiles? 
With ClickFit EVO Steel Roof you can choose from two types of mounting profiles: basic mounting profiles and the high optimizer ready mounting profiles. Both types are available in a variant for landscape and portrait mounting:
Mounting profile ‘Basic’ landscape (1008048): 120mm x 40mm x 23mm
 Mounting profile ‘Basic’ portrait (1008049): 388mm x 56.5mm x 23mm
 Mounting profile ‘Optimizer ready’ landscape (1008050): 260mm x 40mm x 50mm
 Mounting profile ‘Optimizer ready’ portrait (1008051): 388mm x 57.5mm x 50mm




  Can I install in landscape and portrait setup using this system? 
With ClickFit EVO Steel Roof you can choose between mounting in either landscape and portrait orientation. Choose the right variant of the mounting profile. More information can be found in our brochure.




  How can I attach an optimizer/microinverter using this system? 
You can use our Optimizer Ready Cable Clip (item number 1008062) to attach an optimizer or microinverter. Caution! If you attach the panels using the steel roof mounting profiles, we recommend choosing the high (optimizer-ready) mounting profile. This creates sufficient space between the roof and the solar panels. Simply click the cable clip onto the mounting profile and you will have integrated cable management right away! Make sure that the cable clip is placed at least 15 cm from the end of the mounting profile. Do you want to see how it’s done? See our installation demo.




  How can I ground and bond this system? 
All solar panels in the same row are automatically interconnected thanks to the ClickFit EVO Module Clamp. To bond the entire PV system, you do need to connect each row to grounding separately, because the individual rows are not connected to each other by the mounting system. The earthing conductor (≥Ø 4mm2) runs parallel to the positive and negative conductors and is connected to a separate grounding point of the inverter. If you have any questions about grounding and bonding, please contact our technical experts.







ClickFit EVO Corrugated Roof
  On what types of corrugated roofs can ClickFit EVO be used? 
ClickFit EVO Corrugated Roof can be used on all types of corrugated roofs. You can use the mounting bracket for corrugated sheets of type 177/51 . Use the ClickFit EVO Hanger Bolt on all other types of corrugated sheets.




  What are the dimensions of the ClickFit EVO Corrugated Sheet Bracket? 
The corrugated sheet bracket is 195mm long and 75mm wide. The bracket is also adjustable in height from 121.5mm to 151.5mm.




  How can I attach an optimizer/microinverter using this system? 
You can use our Optimizer Ready Cable Clip (item number 1008062) to attach an optimizer or microinverter. Simply click the cable clip onto the mounting profile and you will have integrated cable management right away! Attach the cable clip to the top mounting rail of a row and easily click the optimizer or microinverter onto the clip. Do you want to see how it’s done? View our installation demo.




  How can I ground and bond this system? 
All solar panels in the same row are automatically interconnected thanks to the ClickFit EVO Module Clamp. To bond the entire PV system, you do need to connect each row to grounding separately, because the individual rows are not connected to each other by the mounting system. The earthing conductor (≥Ø 4mm2) runs parallel to the positive and negative conductors and is connected to a separate grounding point of the inverter. If you have any questions about earthing and bonding, please contact our technical experts.




  Can I install in landscape and portrait setup using this system? 
With ClickFit EVO Corrugated Roof you can choose between mounting in either landscape and portrait orientation. Choose the right variant of the mounting profile. More information can be found in our brochure.







ClickFit EVO Standing Seam Roof
  On what types of standing seam roofs can ClickFit EVO be used? 
The ClickFit EVO system is suitable for most common standing seam roofs, with the exception of copper seam roofs. ClickFit EVO offers seam clamps for single- or double-folded seams, snap and round seams.




  What are the dimensions of the ClickFit EVO Seam Clamps? 
ClickFit EVO offers a choice of 3 different seam clamps:
Clamp for double-folded seam with a seam opening of 9mm
 Clamp for single-folded seam/snap seam with a 14mm seam opening
 Clamp for rounded seam with a seam opening of 23mm




  Can I install in landscape and portrait setup using this system? 
Yes, with the ClickFit EVO Standing Seam, you have the choice between landscape or portrait mounting of the solar panels. The click connection of ClickFit EVO is rotatable, so you only need one type of clamp.




  How can I attach an optimizer/microinverter using this system? 
You can use our Optimizer Ready Cable Clip (item number 1008062) to attach an optimizer or microinverter. Simply click the cable clip onto the mounting profile and you will have integrated cable management right away! Attach the cable clip to the top mounting rail of a row and easily click the optimizer or microinverter onto the clip. Do you want to see how it’s done? View our installation demo.




  How can I ground and bond this system? 
All solar panels in the same row are automatically interconnected thanks to the ClickFit EVO Module Clamp. To bond the entire PV system, you do need to connect each row to grounding separately, because the individual rows are not connected to each other by the mounting system. The earthing conductor (≥Ø 4mm2) runs parallel to the positive and negative conductors and is connected to a separate grounding point of the inverter. If you have any questions about earthing and bonding, please contact our technical experts.







ClickFit EVO EPDM and Bitumen
  On what types of EPDM and bitumen roofs can ClickFit EVO be used? 
ClickFit EVO can be used on insulated and non-insulated bitumen and EPDM roofs. Note: the thermal effect of some types of EPDM and bitumen roofing can affect the waterproofing of the PV installation. We therefore recommend that you consult the roofing supplier before installation.




  What are the dimensions of the ClickFit EVO Hanger Bolts? 
The ClickFit EVO Hanger Bolt is available in 5 different types (3 lengths and 2 thicknesses):
M10 x 200mm
 M10 x 250mm
 M12 x 250mm
 M12 x 300mm
 M12 x 350mm




  Can I mount in landscape and portrait setup using this system? 
Yes, with Clickfit Evo Hanger Bolt you have the choice between landscape or portrait mounting of the solar panels. The Click Connection is rotatable, so you only need one type of clamp.




  How can I attach an optimizer/microinverter using this system? 
You can use our Optimizer Ready Cable Clip (item number 1008062) to attach an optimizer or microinverter. Simply click the cable clip onto the mounting profile and you will have integrated cable management right away! Attach the cable clip to the top mounting rail of a row and easily click the optimizer or microinverter onto the clip. Do you want to see how it’s done? View our installation demo.




  How can I ground and bond this system? 
All solar panels in the same row are automatically interconnected thanks to the ClickFit EVO Module Clamp. To bond the entire PV system, you do need to connect each row to grounding separately, because the individual rows are not connected to each other by the mounting system. The earthing conductor (≥Ø 4mm2) runs parallel to the positive and negative conductors and is connected to a separate grounding point of the inverter. If you have any questions about earthing and bonding, please contact our technical experts.







ClickFit EVO Arabic Tiles
  On what types of Arabic tiles can ClickFit EVO be used? 
ClickFit EVO Arabic tiles can be used on all Arabic roof tiles. For installing panels with this system, the roof construction must consist of purlins and trusses or of a solid (concrete) sub




  What are the dimensions of the ClickFit EVO Hanger Bolts? 
The ClickFit EVO Hanger Bolt is available in 5 different types (3 lengths and 2 thicknesses):
M10 x 200mm
 M10 x 250mm
 M12 x 250mm
 M12 x 300mm
 M12 x 350mm




  Can I mount in landscape and portrait setup using this system? 
Yes, with ClickFit EVO Hanger Bolt you have the choice between landscape or portrait mounting of the solar panels. The click connection of hanger bolt is rotatable, so you only need one type of clamp.




  How can I attach an optimizer/microinverter using this system? 
You can use our Optimizer Ready Cable Clip (item number 1008062) to attach an optimizer or microinverter. Simply click the cable clip onto the mounting profile and you will have integrated cable management right away! Attach the cable clip to the top mounting rail of a row and easily click the optimizer or microinverter onto the clip. Do you want to see how it’s done? View our installation demo.




  Can I install in landscape and portrait setup using this system? 
With ClickFit EVO Arabic Tiles you can choose between mounting in either landscape and portrait orientation. Choose the right variant of the mounting profile. More information can be found in our brochure.







ClickFit EVO Slate Roof
  On what types of slate roofs can ClickFit EVO be used? 
The ClickFit EVO slate roof can be used on slate roofs in whith slate tiles which are up to 6mm thick. Thicker tiles are hard to cut and require a different hook shape.




  What are the dimensions of the hook? 
The ClickFit EVO Slate Hook (1008042) has the following dimensions:
 – Footprint (LxW): 255mm x 40mm
 – It is 30mm height adjustable. The lowest rail mounting position is 81mm and the highest 111mm (bottom of the rail).
 – The batten distance range vary from 125mm up to 210mm. Larger batten distances are possible, but require mounting a wooden shim.




  Why is there a slotted hole? 
The slotted hole has two purposes:
 1. It gives some flexibility as to bridge the batten distance and make sure that the mounting screw is a centered in the batten as possible to prevent the batten wood from splitting.
 2. It allows you to mount the different mounting screws in a different wooden grain to prevent the wood of rafters or solid boards to split.




  Why is height adjustment used? 
The height adjustment of the hook helps to align the mounting rails. Sometimes, roofs are not perfectly flat and that induces tensions and missalignments in the mounting rails and solar panels. With the height adjustment feature of the hook, you can make sure that the mounting rail is clicked on the roof hook without tension and properly aligned.




  Can I install the ClickFit EVO Slate Roof Hook on rafters? 
It is possible to mount the hook on rafters. However, since this hook is meant to be mounted at the same height than the slate tiles, wooden shims would have to be installed in between the rafter and the hook.




  Can I install in landscape and portrait setup using this system? 
With ClickFit EVO Slate Roof  you can choose between mounting in either landscape and portrait orientation thanks to the rotatable mounting rail clicker.




  How can I attach an optimizer/microinverter using this system? 
You can use our Optimizer Ready Cable Clip (item number 1008062) to attach an optimizer or microinverter. Simply click the cable clip onto the mounting rail and you will have integrated cable management right away! Do you want to see how it’s done? See our installation demo.




  How can I ground and bond this system? 
All solar panels in the same row are automatically interconnected thanks to the ClickFit EVO Module Clamp. To bond the entire PV system, you do need to connect each row to grounding separately, because the individual rows are not connected to each other by the mounting system. The earthing conductor (≥Ø 4mm2) runs parallel to the positive and negative conductors and is connected to a separate grounding point of the inverter. If you have any questions about grounding and bonding, please contact our technical experts.







FlatFix Fusion
  On what types of roofing can FlatFix Fusion be installed? 
FlatFix Fusion can be installed on flat roofs with a maximum roof slope of 3 degrees and with the following types of roof covering: concrete, bitumen, EPDM, PVC and TPO. What if the roof slope is greater than 3 degrees (or greater than 2 degrees in the case of PVC)? Then you may need to seal the roof supports of the system to the roof. Contact our technical experts for advice for your project.




  What is the maximum ballastfor this system? 
You can calculate the required ballastfor your FlatFix Fusion project in the Esdec calculator. The construction plan in the Esdec calculator indicates how much ballastmust be placed and at which locations.




  What is the maximum panel height and width for this system? 
FlatFix Fusion is suitable for solar panels (frame thickness 30 – 50mm) with a maximum width of 1150mm and a maximum length of 2190mm.




  How can I ground and bond this system? 
Functional bonding of your PV installation is done automatically using FlatFix Fusion, because you use the universal module clamp with bonding. The module clamp pierces the anodized layer of the edge of the solar panels, creating an electrical connection. The centre clamps in this way create equipotential bonding between the solar panels in the direction of the row.









Trainings & webinars

Esdec Academy
  How do I access the Esdec Academy? 
Click here to go to the Esdec Academy. You can quickly create a free account and get direct access to the Academy.




  Is the Academy free to use? 
Yes, the academy is free! Click here to create a free account.




  How do I start a course? 
This is very easy: click on the button for either pitched roofs or flat roofs in the center of the screen. Next pick a product or topic you want to know more about. With the enroll button, you’ll get immediately get access to the content and you can start learning where and when you want.




  Can I change the language of the Academy? 
In the bottom left corner, you’ll have options to select different languages for your e-learning portal. For the courses themselves, you’ll have to select the appropriate language before enrolling.




  What kind of lessons can I expect? 
The Esdec Academy offers a wide variety of courses about our different products, installing tips and how to make calculations with our Esdec calculator. Lessons keep on getting added to help professionalize installers.







Training
  What are the costs of a training at Esdec? 
All Esdec training courses and webinars are free. So quickly check our schedule to see if there is a training course or webinar for you.




  I registered, but did not receive a confirmation email 
Always check the spam folder of your inbox. Didn’t receive anything there either? Send an email to marketing@esdec.com, and we’ll look into it for you.




  I did not receive a registration link for the webinar 
Our apologies! Check the spam folder of your inbox. Didn’t receive anything there either? Send an email to marketing@esdec.com and we’ll try to find a solution together.




  Can I watch the webinars later? 
Yes, you can. Send an email for marketing@esdec.com so we can help you.




  How do I become an Esdec Solar Hero? 
Attend 3 training modules or webinars of our training programme and you can become an Esdec Solar Hero! This is only possible if you have followed at least one practical training in our Innovation Center in Deventer, the Netherlands or at the Mobile Solar Bus location. As a Solar Hero, you will receive a free gift package and a Solar Hero certificate from us. More info? Get into contact with us.




  I would like to book the Mobile Solar Bus for on-site training 
Our Mobile Solar Bus regularly visits distribution partners and installers. Check our agenda to see where the Mobile Solar Bus will be coming next. Would you like us to visit your company with the Solar Bus? Fill in this form and we will contact you.
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  Flat roofs 
	 FlatFix Fusion








Manuals
  Pitched roofs 
	 ClickFit EVO Tiled Roof.
	 ClickFit EVO Trusshook.
	 ClickFit EVO Steel Roof.
	 ClickFit EVO Corrugated Roof.
	 ClickFit EVO Standing Seam Roof.
	 ClickFit EVO Hanger bolt.
	 ClickFit EVO Slate Roof.





  Flat roofs 
	 FlatFix Fusion single.
	 FlatFix Fusion dual.
	 FlatFix Fusion Portrait.








Certificates
  Pitched roofs 
	 ClickFit EVO – KIWA-BDA Agrément
	 ClickFit EVO – VDE Corrosion & Bonding
	 ClickFit EVO Corrugated – KIWA-BDA reports
	 ClickFit EVO Corrugated – VDE Corrosion & Bonding
	 ClickFit EVO – MCS012 Certificate





  Flat roofs 
	 FlatFix Fusion – VDE Corrosion & Bonding
	 FlatFix Fusion – Verification of Conformity
	 FlatFix Fusion – Peutz approval 2023





  General 
	 Esdec ISO 9001 certificate
	 Esdec ISO 14001 certificate
	 Esdec Environmental Policy statement
	 Esdec Maintenance Certificate










Calculator

Calculator
  How do I access the Esdec calculator? 
Click here to go to the calculator. You can quickly create a free account and get direct access to the calculator. Note: the calculator is for use by professional installers only. Are you a private individual? Click here to contact a qualified Esdec installer.




  Is the calculator free to use? 
Yes, the calculator is free to use! Click here to create a free account.




  How do I make a calculation using the calculator? 
This is very easy: click on the NEW button in the dashboard, or click on PROJECT in the top right and then on NEW PROJECT. Then, fill in all the information on the left side of the screen, draw the roof, add the panels and download your bill of materials and building plan.




  An error occurred during the calculation 
We are happy to run you through the steps. Write down the error code you see or take a screenshot so we can help you more quickly. You can reach us at +31 (0)85 070 2000.




  How can I download a construction plan or bill of materials in the calculator? 
Once you have completed all the steps, you can download the bill of materials as a PDF or CSV file. You can also download a summary of the project including construction plan. To do this, scroll down in the right column of the calculator and click on the “downloads” button.









IS YOUR QUESTION NOT LISTED? OR DO YOU WANT TO CONTACT US? FILL IN YOUR DETAILS HERE.


  

  

   
 Call us: +31 85 070 2000
 Would you like to speak to us personally? Call us at the number above.



Building valuefor solar professionals

  


 
Londenstraat 16
 7418EE Deventer
 The Netherlands
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